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UNDERSTANDING MOTOR RECOVERY AND CIRCUITRY SUBSTRATES IN A LARGE ANIMAL MODEL OF SPINAL CORD INJURY

Spinal cord injury leads to motor weakness and/or paralysis below the level of the lesion. Most human injuries, even if defined as clinically complete, have residual fibers spanning the injury site. These fibers present opportunities as therapeutic targets. Models of incomplete injuries allow us to probe the potential for plasticity of spared substrates as well as to assess recovery of specific motor contributions across multiple levels of the neuraxis, from primary motor cortex to spinal reflex. Despite evidence of notable spinal plasticity across species from our lab and others, motor deficits persist even following incomplete injuries. Our work suggests that while some motor disruptions, such as loss of targeted limb placements, may result from direct damage of descending motor control pathways at the lesion site, others may not. Basic and reflex functions with intact circuitry distant to a lesion may show fundamental alterations, suggesting the loss of critical modulatory influence(s). We have evidence that this is true across diverse motor systems including limb weight acceptance and swallow. Understanding the specific features and mechanisms of motor disruption, along with the use of clinically relevant assessments and approaches, are critical for the development of new therapeutic approaches, and refinement of existing, evidence-based rehabilitation.
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